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I.

Abstract

Understanding our place in the Universe is one of mankind's greatest scientific and technological challenges and
achievements. The invention of the telescope, the Copernican Revolution, the development of Newtonian
mechanics, and the Space Age exploration of our solar system; provided us with a deeper understanding of our place
in the Universe; based on better observations and models. As we approach the end of the first decade of the new
millennium, the same quest, to understand our place in the Universe, remains a great challenge. New technologies
will enable us to construct and interact with a “Virtual Universe” based on remote and in situ observations of other
worlds. As we continue the exploration that began in the last century, we will experience a “Virtual Presence in
Space (VPS)” in this century. This paper describes VPS technology, the mechanisms for VPS product distribution
and display, the benefits of this technology, and future plans. Deep space mission stereo observations and frames
from stereo High Definition Television (HDTV) mission animations are used to illustrate the effectiveness of VPS
technology.

II.

Introduction

Virtual Presence in Space (VPS) technology brings deep space missions “to life.” VPS enables mission teams to
analyze the elements of their missions throughout their mission’s life cycle. These elements include: launch sites;
launch vehicles; instrument payloads, assembly facilities, laboratories, system tests, visualization and analysis
systems, spacecraft trajectories, observation plans, imaging sequences, operations environments, spacecraft
performance, instrument health, mission safety and science discoveries. VPS technology transports the viewer into a
three-dimensional (3D) virtual world; where mission elements become objects that can be picked up and viewed
with infinite clarity.
For two decades, JPL’s Solar System Visualization (SSV) project team has developed, adapted and then used
VPS technology to create visualization and analysis products for NASA deep space missions. These missions
include: Voyager, Magellan, Galileo, Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM), Earthkam, Mars Odyssey, Mars
Exploration Rover (MER), Cassini, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), Mars Scout - Phoenix, Mars Science
Laboratory (MSL), Mars Sample Return (MSR), Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) and Juno.

III.

Deep Space Missions

The exploration of the Universe is an historic international enterprise. Ancient and modern observatories are located
in all parts of the globe. In 1957 Sputnik became the human race’s first artificial satellite. Now, almost fifty years
later, hundreds of satellites, from dozens of countries, and a handful of humans, orbit the Earth each day. Robotic
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missions have been launched to the Sun, the Moon and every planet in our solar system. Two Mars rovers explore
the Martian surface; while four spacecraft orbit the red planet. International teams of scientists and engineers have
sent robotic explorers to flyby and orbit the Outer Planets; and observe their icy moons, rings and magnetospheres.
Spacecraft have landed on an asteroid, an icy moon; and even created a new crater on the nucleus of a comet. We
have sampled the dust from a comet and the solar wind. Through both ground based and space based observatories,
we have discovered worlds that orbit other stars; seen the birth-place of stars, and looked back in time to when the
Universe was new. A few spacecraft, like Voyager and Pioneer, have begun our journey into interstellar space.
The missions of the last fifty years have demonstrated the benefits of advanced sensor technology, data
compression, on-board processing, and autonomous control to the robotic exploration of the Solar System.
Advanced sensor technology, adaptive optics, antenna arrays and sparse aperture telescopes have provided new
ways to see for both ground-based and space-based observatories. Future missions will be designed by the next
generation of scientists and engineers guided by this heritage of observations, understanding, and technology. In
response to opportunities provided by space agencies and the private sector international, and national teams will
continue this exploration of the Universe.
Future missions will be equipped with on-board autonomous tracking, revolutionary new computers, advanced
remote and in situ sensors, and advanced communication systems. The missions include:
a) A fleet of individual spacecraft to explore the inner and Outer Planets and small bodies.
b) Constellations of cooperating spacecraft to characterize and monitor planetary dynamics & solar activity, and
detect and image neighboring solar systems.
The challenge for the next few decades is to plan and operate deep space missions in a distributed environment
where more capable:
1. Instruments and spacecraft will enable large data volumes.
2. Deep Space Network (DSN) will enable large data rates.
3. Internet, fiber-optic, and satellite communications will enable distributed teams.
4. Grid computing, virtual machines, web services will enable use of complex simulations, engineering
models, and a large library of heritage code.
5. Personal computers, disk storage systems, digital displays, graphics cards, and digital signal processing
chips will enable increased individual productivity.
Future missions will use advanced technologies to reduce mission costs and provide mission planners,
technologists, and scientists with cost-effective, approaches to distributed mission planning and operations. The
InterPlanetary Network (IPN) project is developing and testing the protocols and a internet-based distributed
spacecraft architecture to enable a Deep Space fault and delay tolerant communication network. The Virtual
Presence in Space (VPS) project is adapting and testing Internet2, Serial Digital Interface (SDI), and Moving Picture
Experts Group (MPEG2) real-time encoding, and stereo display technology to enable virtual presence for distributed
mission teams. These and other new technologies will enable us to access new frontiers, expand the scientific
understanding of the Universe, bring the sensors to the scientists, and the planets to the public.

IV.

Deep Space Mission Systems Capabilities

In the past, Deep Space missions have used centralized human-in-the-loop (HIL) ground data processing, single
X-band antennas, point-to-point communications, and packet-based protocols to communicate with spacecraft and
derive products from the data received. In the future, Deep Space missions will use smart sensors and spacecraft,
on-board and distributed autonomous processing, antenna arrays, optical communications, interplanetary networks
(IPN), file-based protocols, and Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) to perform these same tasks. These new
technologies will provide new capabilities, Table 1. This will result in a large increase in data: volume, transfer rate,
and data types. The current project end-to-end information system (EEIS) cannot be scaled to transfer, process,
store, retrieve, archive and display this increased data volume and rate. It is incompatible with some of the new data
types; like stereo and ultra HDTV images.
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Past Capability

Table 1 - Deep Space Mission Systems Capabilities: Past and Future
Future Capability

Reliable low-bandwidth communications
Earth-based human-in-the-loop (HIL) control of
spacecraft and instrument operations.
Single point of failure Direct To Earth (DTE)
communications paths.
Labor
intensive
approaches
to
product
accountability.
Excel Spread sheets, Line Plots and Power Point
files as Tactical and Strategic Decision Aids.

V.

Reliable, high-bandwidth communications.
Autonomous spacecraft and instrument operations.
Multiple fault and delay tolerant communications
paths.
End-to-End product accountability and autonomous
recovery of products.
Stereo HDTV and Ultra HDTV images,
animations, real-time interactive simulations, and
immersive environments as Decision Aids.

Virtual Presence in Space (VPS) Goals

The data return from future missions will require new on-board and ground data: transfer, process, storage,
retrieval, and display technologies. The VPS and SSV teams are identifying and testing these technologies. The
goals of the VPS project are to:
1. Develop a Science mission Planning visualization and Analysis Components Environment and framework
(SPACE) that connect scientists and mission planners to visualization and analysis tools.
2. Develop the technology required to interact with a “Virtual Universe” constructed from spacecraft and
instrument models; simulations of dynamic processes; and remote and in situ observations of other worlds.
3. Construct a VPS Validation verification and Analysis Test-bed (VAT).
4. Create VPS demonstration products on the VAT to test and evaluate the performance of VPS technology.
5. Infuse VPS technology into all elements of mission design, development, planning and operations.
The VPS VAT will include: High capacity Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks (RAID): Clusters and grids
of inexpensive high performance computers; High Definition Television (HDTV), IMAX, Ultra High Definition
Video (UHDV), digital cinema, graphics cards, stereo and holographic displays. The VPS VAT will enable us to
propose and test solutions to the following problems:
1. How do we test the instruments and spacecraft of the 21st century?
2. How do we operate these instruments and spacecraft?
3. How do we record, process, distribute, archive, and visualize the observations and science results?

VI.

Technical Approach and Schedule

Our approach to the ground and on-board data: TRAnsfer, Process, Storage, retrieval and display (TRAPS) fiveyear study is to: identify representative mission scenarios, mission requirements, bottlenecks, and key technologies.
We will create benchmark problems, and identify relevant metrics, as part of the study. We will develop and
enhance the ground and on-board data: transfer, process, storage, retrieval, display, visualization and analysis
components of a dedicated end-to-end test-bed. We will use the test-bed to conduct tests of: file transfer; image and
animation processing; autonomous and human-in-the-loop command and control technologies; product storage,
search and retrieval; product accountability; the Deep Space Mission Systems (DSMS) / Inter-Planetary Network
(IPN) architecture; stereo HDTV, ultra HDTV, holographic display and autonomous monitoring technologies.
We will identify appropriate technologies to meet these requirements; and install new prototype
communications, processing, storage, and display equipment on the Validation verification visualization and
Analysis Test-bed (VAT). We will use the VAT to evaluate the performance of the new technologies, in relevant
environments; during all phases of a mission. These phases include: mission planning, mission simulations,
integration tests, operational readiness tests (ORTs), prime and extended mission operations.
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During the first year of the study, we will evaluate surface operations requirements and bottlenecks, focus on
data transfer problems. During the second year, we will evaluate orbit operations requirements and bottlenecks;
focus on data processing problems. In the third year, we will evaluate sub-surface and in situ requirements; focus on
data storage problems. In the fourth year, we will evaluate autonomous processing and operations requirements;
focus on retrieval problems. In the fifth year, we will evaluate stereo analysis and autonomous ranging requirements;
focus on display problems. Each year we will provide an interim report on the status of our study. Our approach is
to:
1. Identify the key technologies required to develop a data system compatible with science mission
requirements and advanced DSN / internet/ computer capabilities.
2. Create benchmark problems to evaluate the relevance of these technologies.
3. Develop metrics to quantitatively assess technology readiness and performance.
4. Develop a prototype test-bed to validate and verify technology capability.
Evaluate technology cost, risk, and benefits in a real mission environment
In order to identify the surface operations requirements and bottlenecks; evaluate data transfer problems; and
assess the performance of communication technologies we will:
1. Transmit HDTV data between JPL and University of Arizona (UofA) using Serial Digital Interface (SDI)
protocols, MPEG2 encoding, and an Internet2 connection.
2. Assess the ability of Internet2 to support virtual presence requirements in the Phoenix PIT and SOC.
The next two sections describe how we identify benchmark problems and bottlenecks, select key
communication technologies, assess their theoretical performance limitations, test and evaluate data transfer rates in
a realistic mission test environment.

VII.

Benchmark Problems

During the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) prime mission phase, over two hundred members of the science and
engineering teams were co-located at JPL occupying four floors of Building 264. The MER Mission Support Area
(MSA), Science Assessment Areas (SAA), Instrument uplink and downlink areas, instrument teams, rover drivers,
Science Operations Working Group (SOWG), project management and project science group; all resided at JPL in
Building 264 (Figure 1). All MER operations files were stored on the Operational Science Server (OSS); which was
accessible from over 160 workstations, located in building 264, and connected to the OSS, on the flight LAN; behind the
JPL firewall. Engineering tests of the rover were conducted on an as needed basis, in the JPL ISSL and Mars yard test
facilities. Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) will use the same operations and facilities plan as MER for its prime mission
phase.
Phoenix is a shorter mission with a more distributed mission team. Phoenix mission operations will be run in the
Science Operations Center (SOC) at the Phoenix PI’s home institution, University of Arizona (UofA) (Figure 2).
Phoenix instrument and operations tests will be conducted at the Phoenix Integration Test-bed (PIT), also at the UofA.
The Phoenix Mission Support Area (MSA), project management, and engineering team will reside in Building 264, at
JPL. The MIPL/DIAL/SSV team will create Phoenix image processing, animation, tactical and strategic products in
Building 168, at JPL. Facilities for Phoenix instrument development and test are located at a dozen different locations.
The Phoenix spacecraft is being developed and tested at Lockheed Martin, in Denver Colorado. This distributed
approach to mission operations is typical of future surface and orbital missions, including Phoenix, MSL, MSR,
STEREO, SDO, Juno and MRO.
The SSV team will transmit visualization, tactical and strategic decision making products to UofA. One of the
authors, (Dr. Eric De Jong) is the SSV Project Principal Investigator (PI), and a member of the Phoenix Science Team.
Eric is working directly with Peter Smith, the Phoenix PI, and Chris Shinohara, the Phoenix SOC Manager to determine
the Phoenix mission data transfer, data processing, and data display requirements; and the best technologies for these
tasks. Together with other members of the study team, they are developing benchmark problems to test the performance
of key technologies, under a variety of mission science scenarios.
The SSV team is also working with the project managers and project scientists of MER, MRO and Juno; to develop
mission data transfer, data processing, and data display requirements, benchmark problems, science scenarios, for each
of these missions.
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Figure 1-MER MSA, SAA, and SOWG Floor-plan
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Figure 2-Phoenix SOC and PIT Floorplan
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VIII.

Communication Technology

New high-speed Internet2 connections have the potential to increase data file and information transfer between
JPL and remote Deep Space Mission centers by three orders of magnitude, over the current mission baseline T1
design. Table 2 provides a comparison between communication protocols used to link computers over long
distances. These include: dial-up, DSL, Internet T1, T3, satellite communications, dedicated fibers and Internet2.
Tables 3 provides a comparison between the typical high-speed communications connections available between
computers that are located at a short distance from each other. These include: 10BaseT, wireless, 100BaseT, Serial
Digital Interface (SDI) and GigE. Common to both tables is SDI, which provides both a local and remote standard
protocol. This protocol can be used to transfer files, HDTV and Standard Definition (SD) digital video signals.
Internet 2 can theoretically provide twenty-five 270 Mbps simultaneous “paths” for either file transfer, or HDTV /
SD “frame-compressed” transmissions. The original uncompressed signals are 270 Mbps for SD, 1500 Mbps for
HDTV. Both SD and HDTV SDI protocols are compatible with standard MPEG2 (Moving Picture Experts Group)
hardware real-time encoders. These encoders can be used to reduce the bandwidth for transmitting SD and HDTV
SDI signals from 270 Mbps to 25 Mbps; while maintaining “visually lossless” image quality. MPEG2 encoders use
both frame and time-based compression algorithms. With MPEG2 encoding Internet2 can theoretically provide 280
simultaneous 25 Mbps continuous “HDTV channels.” These “ HDTV channels” are ideal for Deep Space Mission
remote distributed: data monitoring, command, and control. We therefore decided to develop a prototype SDI –
Internet2-HDTV Network (SIN) system, for our study, to assess the performance of these “HDTV channels.”
Table 2 –Remote Communication Speed and Cost Comparisons
Remote
Connections

Theoretical max data
rate [Mbps]

Practical
Data Rate [Mbps]

Cost

Dialup

0.056

0.050

$20 / month

DSL

3

1

$40 / month

T1

1.544

T2

6.312

T3

44.736

T4

274.760

Satellite

0.144

Satellite

1.5

SDI over fiber

270

Gig-E

1000

Ineternet2

7000 tested.

$550 to $1,200 / month
$7,500 to $14,000 / month
$11.92/megabyte
?
270

Few thousand dollars / month

> 50 per channel

Table 3 – Local Computer High-Speed Communication Comparisons
Type
Speed [Mbps]
10BaseT
10
Wireless 802.11G
54
100BaseT
100
SDI
270*
Gig-E
1000
Point to Point on optical fiber; not shared.
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IX.

Mission Test Environment

We chose the Phoenix SOC / PIT / VAT, and JPL DIAL/MIPL/VAT to provide a real-world mission test
environment. The Validation, verification, visualization, and Analysis Test-bed (VAT) at JPL (Figure 3), was modified
to meet MER, Phoenix, MRO and Juno remote operational requirements. These modifications were necessary to test key
data transfer, data processing and data display technologies. In the last six months, with the assistance of the Phoenix PI,
SOC/PIT managers and SSV PI, we have installed fourteen racks of support equipment, at the Phoenix SOC / PIT; to
assist in this study. This equipment will support more efficient Phoenix mission operations. Included with this
installation were remote controlled cameras, and the equipment required to establish a high-speed communications link
between the Phoenix SOC/PIT, in Tuscon Arizona; and the JPL DIAL/MIPL in Pasadena California.
Figure 3 – VAT Configuration at JPL (Plan)

The communication link uses real-time digital encoding / decoding and Internet2 technology to provide multiple
25 Mbps “HDTV channels” between the two sites. These links will enable engineers and scientists at JPL to view
PIT operations using five remotely controlled cameras. The cameras have full pan, tilt and zoom capability, and can
be controlled by JPL personnel using a web interface. The connections will also enable SOC operations personnel
to view maps, images, animations and other tactical and strategic products in real-time, as they are being created at
JPL.
Figure 4 shows the location of the VAT components at the UofA. Figures 5 and 6 show how we use standard
SDI signals, MPGEG-2 encoding and Internet2 technology to transmit HDTV signals to and from UofA in realtime. Figure 7 shows the cabling, and power requirements for the twenty racks of remote VAT equipment at the
UofA. Figure 8 provides a hardware and software overview of the SSV- PIT remote camera control and camera data
archiving system. Figure 9 describes the fiber optic and video communication connections between JPL’s Building
264, the DIAL, and VonKarmen Auditorium (VK). Building 264 is the primary Mars mission operations center for
JPL.
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Figure 4 - VAT Configuration at the University of Arizona
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Figure 5 – High Definition Video Connection Using Internet-2

Figure 6 –Sending High Definition Signal to a Remote Location Thrugh Internet-2
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Figure 7 – University of Arizona Science Operations Center (SOC)
Phoenix Integration Test-bed (PIT) Hardware
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Figure 8 – University of Arizona Science Operations Center (SOC)
Phoenix Integration Test-bed (PIT) Hardware + Software
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Figure 9 Bldg. 264-DIAL-VK fiber optic and video communications
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X.

9. Preliminary Test Results

As a test of the JPL – UofA Internet 2Phoenix mission data transfer benchmark problem, we are continuously
sending encoded HDTV data between JPL and the UofA; in both directions simultaneously. This test began on
March 16th, 2006; and will continue for at least one year. Using the VAT prototype SDI-Internet2-MPEG2 encoded
Netowrk (SIN) technology the bandwidth in each direction is 25 Mbps. The images received at JPL and UofA, have
no visible degradation (Figure 6). If funding is available we plan to increase the number of channels to sixteen, in
the next two years.
During the next year, we plan to conduct tests of the Internet 2 connection’s file transfer capability using a
variety of protocols, including: rsynch, File Transfer Protocol (FTP), and MIPL’s File Exchange Interface (FEI). A
single test, using MRO test files, achieved a transfer rate of 20 Mbps for a transfer data volume of 185 MB.
Preliminary test indicate that the new high-speed connection between the UofA and JPL has increased the
Phoenix mission file transfer by a factor of thirty two, over the baseline T1 mission design. The people that
accomplished this work were organized into two teams - one at JPL, the other at the UofA, – Table 3.

Table 3 Internet 2 Communications Study Team Members
SSV: JPL VAT, DIAL
Eric M. De Jong, PI
Shigeru Suzuki
Chris Leung
Steven Levoe
Chris Cordell
Francisco Loaiza
Paul Johnston
Claudia De Luna

Phoenix: UofA SOC, PIT
Peter Smith, PI
Chris Shinohara
Joe Gotobed
Rick McClosky
Doug Lombardi
Anthony J. Ferro (Tony)
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X Recommendations and Related Work
The first year of this study focused only on data transfer problems; and the test and evaluation of the solutions
to these problems provided by: Internet2, Fiber-optic, SDI and MPET2 encoding technology. Data processing,
storage, retrieval and display problems and solutions will be the topics of future studies and reports.
Preliminary test results indicate that Internet2 technology, when combined with SDI formats and MPEG2 realtime encoding, should provide data transfer rates 1,000 times greater than the current T1 mission baseline design.
These new technologies will support mission operations, and virtual presence requirements for the next decade.
The study team recommends continued research in this area. We believe that these communication technologies
are scalable; but further tests are required to determine if this is true. In particular, it is recommended that the
current Internet2 tests, which use only two 25 Mbps HDTV channels, be expanded to include: four 25 Mbps HDTV
channels, in year one; eight 25 HDTV Mbps channels, in year two; and sixteen 25 Mbps HDTV channels, in year
three. It is recommended that a five-year technology development project be initiated, with the goal of providing
two hundred and fifty six 25 Mbps HDTV channels by the year 2015.
Thus far we have successfully demonstrated and tested key communication technologies for data transfer. We
anticipate similar successes, in the next four years, as we test and evaluate key technologies for data: processing,
storage, retrieval and display.
Distributed mission teams demand real-time and near real-time access to tactical and strategic mission products.
Our five-year study will identify ground and on-board problems; test and evaluate key technologies. In the next four
years we will:
1. Evaluate the ability of digital cameras, digital displays, Serial Digital Interface (SDI) protocols, High
Definition Television (HDTV) formats, MPEG2 encoding, fiber optic, and Internet2 networks, to provide
the communication pathways required by future missions, operating in a distributed environment.
2.

Assess the performance of new digital signal processing chips, graphics processors, and grid computers for
automatic image registration and data processing applications.

3.

Develop and evaluate new algorithms that enable us to record, process, and store high dynamic range
(HDR) images for surface, subsurface and in situ observations; where exposure and dynamic range are
critical.

4.

Develop and evaluate content-based search and image retrieval (CSI) algorithms. This will enable a
paradigm shift from time-based mission plans, science observations and analysis; to event based mission
plans, science observations and analysis.

5.

Demonstrate the effectiveness of stereo HDTV, Ultra HDTV, and holographic displays to establish the
visual component of virtual presence in space (VPS) and virtual presence at laboratories (VPAL). We will
develop and evaluate automatic feature tracking (AFT) algorithms that enable remote cameras to stay
focused on the elements of interest in time varying complex scenes.

During the course of our study we plan to use as reference missions the current NASA mission set, along with
the missions identified in the following studies: NRC decadal studies, NASA Vision Mission study, Solar System
Exploration roadmap. We will work with advisory groups like MEPAG, OPAG, VEXAG, and LEXAG and others
to understand the mission requirements for the decades to come. We will develop tables that summarize the data
volume and data transfer rates for these missions. We will meet with mission domain experts to gain a better
understanding of test and operations information systems bottlenecks. An independent survey by section 386
identified five major bottleneck areas that impact future mission dataflow: 1. Data Distribution. 2. Mission
Observation Planning. 3. DSN–Project Interface 4. Data Management 5. Operator Generated Scripts. We will
consider new algorithms and architectures that will these problems. We will upgrade the VAT to validate and verify
these new technologies. We will develop Simulated Mission Scenarios (SIMS) and benchmark problems to test and
evaluate the performance of these technologies.
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We will work with the MER, Phoenix, MRO, MSL, STEREO, SDO, and Juno missions; adapt the technologies
to meet their needs; and infuse the technologies into the missions. In 2002, the JPL Informal Education Department,
Mars Education and Outreach Program, and the SSV project established the MUseum Server Environment (MUSE)
and Museum Visualization Alliance (MVA) projects to distribute VPS visualization products to over 200
participating museums and planetariums. We will continue to work with the MVA to distribute new VPS products.
This work is aligned with Mars communications network infrastructure, optical communication experiment, and
DSMS/IPN/VAT architecture.
The international science and engineering community has demonstrated the benefits of advanced sensor
technology, data compression, on-board processing, and autonomous control to the robotic exploration of the Solar
System. Future missions will use IPN and VPS technology to reduce mission costs and provide mission planners,
technologists, and scientists with alternative, cost-effective, approaches to mission planning and operations.
Advances in technology will enable us to access new frontiers, expand the scientific understanding of the Universe,
bring the sensors to the scientists, and the planets to the public.

XI.

Benefits

VPS will provide instrument operations planners with virtual points of view to enhance the monitoring, control
and display of: instrument observation plans, sequence designs, instrument resource allocations, asset prioritizations,
instrument commands, and instrument data processing. VPS will enable real-time access and display of instrument
observations, models, simulations, and operational readiness test (ORT) data.
Platform and resolution independence will allow projects to use laptops in place of dedicated, expensive
workstations. Adapting COTS and GOTS software to meet instrument operation requirements will result in a lower
cost to maintain the strategic instrument operations planning software.
All missions require the ability to compare models and simulations with observations to create viable mission plans. VPS
focuses on a primary requirement common to astrophysics, solar physics and planetary science: the need to create physics-based
models and simulations, and compare them with instrument observations to better understand mission operations plans.
Comparison of model and simulation mission plan predictions, with observations is the ultimate test of a model or theory.

XII.

Future Plans

Autonomous spacecraft and instrument operations are essential to NASA’s plans for space exploration. These
operations include spacecraft navigation, instrument pointing, instrument sequence design, information extraction
and communications. Successful autonomous operations require the development of VPS technology, image
processing, construction of image mosaics, information extraction, and adaptive data compression algorithms. In the
future, mosaics will be constructed from images using command sequences autonomously generated on-board the
spacecraft. The size and composition of the mosaics will be determined based on science goals, spacecraft trajectory,
and down link bandwidth. VPS technology, autonomy and on-board processing will maximize science results for
NASA’s future low cost missions.
Identifying common features in multiple images of the Sun, planetary surfaces, and atmospheres is the most
fundamental problem in executing autonomous space missions. The features are required to identify targets,
determine spacecraft position, measure displacements, and compute feature velocities. The goal of the Real-time
Remote Autonomous (RA) task is to establish an operational feature identification displacement measurement,
velocity measurement, and feature analysis capability. This capability will be implemented in the Multi-mission
Image Processing Laboratory (MIPL) - Digital Image Animation Laboratory (DIAL). VPS will provide a test-bed
for planning autonomous image sequences for future solar and planetary missions. It will enable us to design,
develop, test, and validate algorithms intended for on-board implementation using the latest mission results and
science models. VPS will provide a fundamental space science analysis and visualization capability for use by the
science community, mission planners and mission operations personnel.
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Visualization Image Processing Science and Engineering Technology Infusion Plans
FY
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8.0
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10 : 20

40 : 500

The SSV team provides twenty-four hours per day - seven days a week, dedicated operational support to NASA
science missions. This support includes mission planning, sequence design, operational readiness testing, data
processing, data storage, data distribution, and archiving. It includes the creation of products critical to strategic and
tactical mission decisions (like landing site selection, and rover driving). SSV hardware includes 44 racks of
equipment; organized into five state of the art centers. This hardware is funded and operated by the Solar System
Visualization (SSV) project team.

XIII.

VPS Demonstration Products distributed to 200 Museums

In 2002, the JPL Informal Education Department, Mars Education and Outreach Program, VPS and SSV projects
established the Museum Visualization Alliance (MVA) and MUseum Server Environment (MUSE). MVA-MUSE
currently distributes VPS VAT demonstration products to over 200 participating museums and planetariums. The
following pages include some examples of these VPS VAT demonstration products produced using the SPACE
framework.
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Sun’s current sheet Modeled using 22 Year cycle Magnetogram data
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Planetary Science: Cassini magnetometer team uses SPACE framework to create animations describing Saturn’s
magnetic Field - Robert Mitchell, Torrence Johnson, Marcia Burton, Michele Dougherty. Zareh Gorjian, Rob
Baldwin, Dennis Matson
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Planetary Science: Computer Simulation of Launch From Cape Kennedy
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Spirit Mars Exploration Rover on top of a rock called "Jibsheet"
Eric De Jong, Zareh Gorjian, Koji Kuramura, Mike Stetson. Rover Model by Dan Maas
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Simulated View of Opportunity on 'Burns Cliff'
This synthetic image of NASA's Opportunity Mars Exploration Rover inside Endurance Crater was produced using "Virtual Presence in
Space" technology. Developed at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., this technology combines visualization and
image processing tools with Hollywood-style special effects. The image was created using a photorealistic model of the rover and an
approximately full-color mosaic. The size of the rover in the image is approximately correct and was based on the size of the rover
tracks in the mosaic.
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Closeup of Burns Cliff
Because this synthesis provides viewers with a sense of their own "virtual presence" (as if they were there
themselves), such views can be useful to mission teams by enhancing perspective and a sense of scale.
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